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INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the results of an analysis of catch and effort data from the U.S 

purse seine fleet for the period May 1988 through February 1993. The aim was to develop 

an index of yellowfin abundance in the region based on catch per unit effort (CPUE) in 

the U.S. fleet, the results to be considered by the fourth meeting of the Western Pacific 

Yellowfin Research Group, Pohnpei, June 1993 and compared with similar indices for other 

fleets operating in the region. 

DATA SELECTION 

Data were obtained from a data base constructed from log sheets kept by skippers and 

supplied to NMFS as required by the South Pacific Regional Tuna Treaty. The information 

consists of an entry for each set, giving the location and time of the set plus the catch in 

weight of yellowfin, skipjack, bigeye, and other species along with estimates of the average 

weight per individual for each of the species. In addition, days on which no sets were made 

are accounted for with a noon position and codes indicating whether the whole day, part 

of the day, or no part of the day was spent searching for schools. 

On examining the locations of sets, I found patches of sets outside the main bulk of 

the set locations in areas that were not visited consistently over all the years. I excluded 



those areas by selecting da t a only within the region 10 N to 10 S and 140 E to 170 W. 

This excluded less t h a n 5% of the da ta records. 

To make the index of abundance as consistent as possible, it is desirable to minimize 

the effects of changes in fleet composition. I therefore excluded da ta from vessels tha t were 

not active in the fishery for a significant part of the time from 1989 to 1993. In this way, 

I excluded half of the 52 vessels but only 30% of the da ta records and 27% of the total 

yellowfin catch. 

One of the chief problems in designing an index of abundance based on catch per effort 

is to decide how to measure effort. In the case of purse seine vessels, there is a temptat ion 

to gauge effort by the number of sets, but catch per set would really be an index of school 

size. Unless the abundance of schools is constant, catch per set would not be a good 

index of population abundance. An index that would account for both school size and 

school abundance would be the catch of yellowfin per effort spent searching for yellowfin 

schools. The existing da t a are not perfect for est imating the searching time because the 

records for partial searching days give no indication of how much of the day was actually 

spent searching. Days on which sets are made also have no indication of searching t ime. 

Although the time of day for each set is requested on the log sheets, this information was 

not consistently given, and even if it was, there is no indication of the amount of t ime spent 

handling the set before start ing to search for the next school. Given these circumstances 

and in the absence of other information, I decided to score one unit of search effort for 

each day recorded as a full day spent searching and a half unit for each day recorded as 

a partial day spent searching. I also scored a half unit for each set. This assumes tha t 

partial days average half a day spent searching and tha t each set requires on average a half 

day of searching on the day of the set. Obviously there would be a great deal of individual 

variation from these values, but it is hoped that errors would average out with the large 

number of da ta (37,439 records). 
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The assignment given to those of us developing CPUE abundance indices was to 

standardize the CPUE for various factors, that is, to use statistical techniques to remove 

any effects on CPUE that are significant due to factors other than yellowfin abundance. 

In this analysis I have been able to check on the effect of latitude, longitude, school type, 

species composition, and vessel. I stratified the data into 57 year/month time intervals, 

two 10 degree latitude bands from 10° N to 10° S, five 10° longitude bands from 140° E to 

170° W, and 26 individual vessels. For each of those strata I summed the yellowfin catch, 

the skipjack catch, the days of searching effort determined as explained above, and the 

count of each of two school types, free schools and schools associated with floating objects. 

The statistical methodology of standardizing purse seine CPUE for yellowfin has been 

pioneered by the IATTC for the eastern tropical Pacific (Punsly and Deriso 1991, Punsly 

1987, Allen and Punsly 1984). Its full-blown application requires that the search time 

leading up to each set be determined, whereupon the weight caught per search time for 

each set constitute the basic CPUE data. For the present analysis there has not been time 

to extract such information from the data base. It would involve sorting out the detailed 

chronology of each vessel. As an alternative, I have used the aggregate catch per aggregate 

effort within time-space-vessel strata as detailed above. 

The typical statistical method for standardizing CPUE is to the general linear model 

(glim) technique. This method models a certain function (the "link function") of the 

dependent variable, CPUE, as the sum of effects due to an array of independent variables 

which can be either categorical factors or continuous variables with linear effects. With 

CPUE as a dependent variate the appropriate link function to approximate a normally 

distributed variance structure is likely to be the log function; thus log(CPUE) is modeled 

as the resultant of additive categorical and linear effects. With year entered as a categorical 

variable, the estimated coefficients for each year represent a standardized annual abundance 

index under the proviso that there are no significant interactions between year and other 

independent variables. 
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In the present analysis I extended the method somewhat by using a general additive 

model (gam) technique implemented in S (Chambers and Hastie 1992). The gam technique 

allows continuous independent variables to have arbitrary, nonlinear effects. A lowess 

smoothing algorithm (Cleveland 1979) is used to obtain the appropriate effect function 

for the non-linear variables. Therefore there is the option of entering year/month as a 

continuous, non-linear variable to give a year/month effect function which is an estimate 

of a continuous, standardized abundance index over time, again, with the proviso that there 

are no significant interactions between year /month and the other independent variables. 

RESULTS 

I constructed scatter plots in a preliminary investigation of the effects of six inde

pendent variables on CPUE: time given by year/month, latitude, longitude, vessel, school 

type, and species composition. 

The plot of CPUE in the space/vessel strata against year/month (labeled ddate in 

the plots) shows a skewed distribution (Figure la). On a log scale (Figure lb) , the 

distribution appears much more symmetrical and closer to a normal distribution. For 

that reason, subsequent analyses were done with the log transform of CPUE+0.05, where 

the small addition of 0.05 takes care of situations of zero catch (and hence zero CPUE). 

Two scatterplot smoothers are shown with different degrees of smoothing. These can be 

interpreted as non-standardized catch per effort indices of abundance. The bumpier one 

was made in an attempt to reveal a seasonal pattern, but the peaks and valleys do not 

occur at regular times of the year. It is by no means certain that either of these lines 

represents the true trajectory of yellowfin abundance. 

To make an index of school type for each time/location/vessel stratum, I calculated 

the arcsine transform of the proportion of sets in each stratum that were not associated 

with floating objects. The arcsine transform is often used on proportion data to spread out 

the ends of the distribution (Sokal and Rohlf 1969). The log plot of CPUE+0.05 against 
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the school type index (labeled stype) reveals no obvious relationship (Figure 2). A series 

of boxplot comparisons of log(CPUE+0.05) in the two latitude bands (Figure 3), the five 

longitude bands (Figure 4) and among the 26 vessels (Figure 5) likewise reveals no striking 

effects emerging from the large amount of scatter. 

I constructed a species composition index (labeled spmix) similar the the school type 

index. It is the arcsine transformed proportion of yellowfin in the total yellowfin plus 

skipjack catch. The log plot of CPUE+0.05 against this species index does appear to show 

a relationship (Figure 6). 

Because spmix was the only variable to show an effect in the raw scatter plots, it was 

likely that this variable would be the most important factor in the statistical analysis. This 

was indeed the case for a gam model of CPUE+0.05 with a log link function and with all 

six independent variables (Figure 7). The variables ddate, spmix, and stype were entered 

as continuous, non-linear variables, and latitude, longitude, and vessel were entered as 

categorical variables. The plots in Figure 7 are comparable because they are all drawn 

to the same vertical scale. The spmix has by far the biggest effect. The ddate is next in 

importance and the other four follow. The ranking of ddate and stype is not obvious in the 

plot, but it is confirmed by the x2 values in the following table: 

ddate 

spmix 

stype 

Figure 8 shows the results of another gam model, identical to the first one except 

that a parameter in the smoothing algorithm applied to ddate was adjusted to reveal finer 

resolution in time. The plots of ddate effect in Figures 7 and 8 (upper left plots) can at 

this stage only be interpreted as hypothetical standardized indices of yellowfin abundance 

at two levels of temporal resolution. Actually, they are indices of log(abundance) because 

of the log link function. The back-transformed indices are shown in Figure 9, and to the 

2.4 239.2 

3.2 6139.4 

3.1 102.6 
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extent that the indices are uncontaminated by extraneous effects, the lines in this figure 

would be proportional to yellownn abundance. 

These abundance indices are hypothetical, precisely because they could be contam

inated by extraneous effects. They are standardized only with respect to the other 

independent variates in the model under the assumption that there are no interaction 

effects. Some of the variation in these indices could be the result of additional factors, not 

entered in the model, that might affect catchability. Also, interaction effects could cause 

the effect of ddate to be contaminated with effects of other variables even though they are 

entered in the model. It is possible to check for interaction effects. Under the suspicion 

that the strong influence of spmix might not be fully removed from the ddate effect, I 

plotted spmix against ddate with a fine-resolution scatterplot smoother and juxtaposed 

the fine-resolution ddate effect (Figure 10). It is evident that some of the signal from 

spmix remains in the ddate effect. 

To test for interaction between spmix and ddate, I did a gam run with these two 

variables entered as joint arguments to a smoothed non-linear function of two variables. 

The resulting joint effect of these two variables (Figure 11) shows a great deal of interaction, 

particularly in the fine scale, that is, the detailed effect of ddate is different at different 

levels of spmix and vice versa. Given that the bulk of the spmix values are between zero 

and 1.0 (Figure 10), which is the steep part of the surface plotted in Figure 11, it is not 

surprising that echoes of variations in spmix appear in the ddate plots. From a much less 

detailed perspective, if we accept the overall message that there has not been much change 

in yellowfin abundance over the years in question, then Figure 11 implies that that message 

is not particularly affected by the level of spmix. 
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DISCUSSION 

Although an overall conclusion of little change in yellowfin abundance would seem 

to be reasonable, it needs to be confirmed, and the detailed results of the analysis are 

questionable. Much of the variation in the fine-resolution abundance index (Figure 9b) 

could well be an artifact of interaction with the species composition index. Possible 

interactions with other independent variable remain to be checked. Even in the broader 

resolution index, the reality of the gentle rise and decline over the years is uncertain. 

Questions remain in the way I calculated the dependent variable, CPUE. I had to 

make choices whose effects should be investigated. A case in point is my assumption of 

half a day of search time per set on the days sets were made. It turns out that more than 

half the search effort in the above analyses is based on that assumption, and the question 

arises of how much that assumption affects the conclusions of the analysis. Figure 12 shows 

a plot similar to Figure lb where a much smaller value is assumed for search time per set 

on set days. Except for the scale of CPUE, the overall picture is much the same, including 

the smoothed lines. One could hope that a repeated gam analysis would also give similar 

results, but that remains to be checked. 

Ideally, the search time leading to each set could be extracted from the data. This 

would lead to a more reliable catch per search effort. It would also allow checking for a 

correlation between search time and catch per set. Since both search time and catch per 

set enter in the calculation of CPUE, their covariance should be considered in the analysis 

if there is a correlation. 
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CONCLUSION 

U.S. purse seine data from the western Pacific during the period May 1988 through 

February 1993 have been subjected to a preliminary analysis by generalized additive models 

to produce a standardized catch per effort index of yellowfin abundance. More work should 

be done to investigate, and perhaps improve, the confidence that can be put on the results. 

As things stand, no compelling evidence of a significant trend in yellowfin abundance has 

yet been discovered in the data. 
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FIGURES 

Figure 1. Catch per unit effort (CPUE) by month. a. Raw CPUE. b. Log plot of 
CPUE with lowess scatterplot smooths at two levels of the resolution parameter (span = 
0.66 and 0.15). 

Figure 2. Catch per unit effort against the school type variable, stype. 

Figure 3 . Boxplot of catch per unit effort by latitude band. 1 — equator to 10° N; 
2 — equator to 10° S. 

Figure 4. Boxplot of catch per unit effort by 10° longitude band starting at 140° E. 

Figure 5. Boxplot of catch per unit effort by vessel. Vessel codes were randomly assigned 
and bear no numerical relationship to true vessel identities. 

Figure 6. Catch per unit effort against species mix variable, spmix. 

Figure 7. Estimated effects of six independent variates on catch per unit effort 
(CPUE-f 0.05) from a generalized additive model fit with log link function and ddate, 
spmix, and stype entered as non-linear continuous variates at default resolution (span = 
0.5). Confidence bands enclose ± twice the standard error. 

Figure 8. Estimated effects of six independent variates on catch per unit effort from a 
generalized additive model fit with log link function, and ddate, spmix, and stype entered 
as non-linear continuous variates at default resolution (span = 0.5) for spmix, and stype 
and fine resolution (span = .15) for ddate. Confidence bands enclose ± twice the standard 
error. 

Figure 9. Highly tentative abundance indices at two levels of temporal resolution. 
Calculated as exp(ddate effect) from Figures 7 and 8. 

F igure 10. Species mix variable, spmix, against time, ddate. Solid line is a lowess 
scatterplot smooth with fine resolution parameter (span = 0.15). Dashed line is the ddate 
effect from Figure 8. 

Figure 11. Estimated joint ddate and spmix effect on catch per unit effort (CPUE+0.05) 
from a generalized additive model fit with log link function, with ddate and spmix entered 
as a joint non-linear two-dimensional continuous variate at fine resolution (span=.075), 
and with stype entered as a non-linear continuous variates at default resolution (span = 
0.5). 

Figure 12. Catch per unit effort (CPUE) by month calculated assuming only 0.01 
searching days per c?t on set day". Lines are lowess scatterplot smooths at two levels 
of the resolution parameter (span = 0.66 and 0.15). 
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